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MONIQUE MATTHEWS, a twenty-three
year old girl from Jersey, feels her beauty
and sex appeal entitles her to anything she
wants, and shes on the prowl to find a
baller to sponsor those insatiable desires.
But sometimes Moniques determination to
hook a boss comes off as thirsty. When the
men are exposed to the real woman
underneath all of that lusciousness, they
quickly realize that not only does she not
deserve their money and time, SHE DONT
DESERVE THE DICK, either. Moniques
bestie, PASSION SIMMONS, is the total
opposite. Shes single and ambitious. She
has her own house, car, job and a steady
cash flow. In spite of their different
personalities and outlooks on life, Monique
and Passion are joined at the hip by a 13
year friendship that makes them
inseparable until he comes along. Smooth,
sexy and hard-working TAY ROC enters
the picture, placing both Monique and
Passion under his spell, but only one of
them can capture his heart. When loving a
man of Tay Rocs caliber is at stake, these
two friends suddenly become enemies who
will stop at nothing to eliminate the other
from the competition. Now its no longer
about who deserves the dick, its about who
deserves to die. Will it be the lecherous
Monique or good girl Passion, who only
wants peace.
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